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TRONbet

Introduction
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By creating whole DApps ecosystem,
TRONbet* will revolutionize the way that
developers adopt the blockchain
ecosystem while keeping wealth
redistribution at its core. ANTE will
continue to be the centrepiece of the
platform while developers will be able to
utilize everything the TRONbet ecosystem
has to offer. By taking behavioural mining
to the next level, traditional apps will now
have all the resources at their disposal to
convert their apps to the TRON blockchain.
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Why TRON network?
Scalability – TRON’s network is capable
of handling almost 2000 TPS (transactions
per second), with the possibility of
growing over time.

TRONbet

Transactions – TRON gives out 5000
bandwidth a day for users to conduct
transactions. Users can also freeze TRX
when bandwidth runs out.
Smart contracts use energy for
transactions, and TRON allows the option
for developers to freeze their TRX to pay
this on the user’s behalf.
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Why TRON network?
Coin burn and increase liquidity – TRON
has a total of 100 billion supply for TRX
tokens. Justin Sun, the founder of TRON
recently announced a coin burn that adds
an interesting twist. For example, if a
third party wants to create token on the
TRON network, they will have to burn
1000 TRX tokens. This will technically
increase the price per TRX token.

TRONbet

Adoption – TRON has already hit major
milestones such as 24-hour transaction
number reached 1.4 million and more
than 1.77 million wallets registered. Both
these milestones were reached at a much
quicker pace, giving TRON one of the
highest if not the highest growth rates.
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TRONbet will provide tools for DApp
developers to utilize the TRONbet
ecosystem. Developers can focus on their
strengths, developing a premium DApp
while TRONbet will take care of the rest.
Users will be able to access all the
premium DApps straight from the
TRONbet portal, and can have the peace of
mind that everything is safe and secure.

TRONbet
DApps
Revenue
Redistribution

Support
Integration

Launch
DApps

TRONbet

DApp Dev
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ANTE Token
ANTE token is to redistribute wealth to
those who make this platform possible.
100% of all tokens earned from games are
redistributed to all ANTE token holders
proportionately. Only a 100,000,000
limited ANTE tokens will be minted, and
this will never be increased.
ANTE Token Distribution

TRONbet

ANTE tokens can be mined just by playing
TRONbet. Mining will have 10 stages with
each stage having a total of 10,000,000
ANTE Tokens and further split into 10
levels with each level having 1,000,000
ANTE Tokens.
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ANTE Token
Distribution of dividends will be in
cryptocurrency and will happen without
any work from the user making this an
easy and safe process. Distribution
happens daily giving users their
proportional share of dividends
automatically.
Share the wealth on TRONbet
ANTE token will be your share of the
whole TRONbet platform with a portion of
all revenue from all DApps being shared
with the ANTE hodlers. Taking the Apple
APP Store as an example, ANTE will be
your share of the APP Store. ANTE hodlers
will receive DApp specific TRC20 token
according to the amount of ANTE token
they hodl. Your dividends(TRX) will then
be distributed according to the propotion
of DApp token that you hodl.
Example of DApp Token Distribution

TRONbet

DApp #1 Dev,
20%
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ANTE Hodlers,
20%

User Mining,
60%
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The TRONbet Ecosystem will include the
following support:
SCAN/Profile
With the launch of SCAN on the current
TRONbet platform, users have been able to
check every single transaction that passes
through the blockchain. We will expand
this to support all DApps that take
advantage of the new TRONbet platform.
Users will be able to go through every
transaction, dividends, amount of TRC20
tokens etc. across all TRONbet DApps

TRONbet

Exchange
TRONbet exchange gives users an easy and
simple to use exchange, allowing them to
freely trade tokens supported on the new
TRONbet platform.
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Wallet
A wallet developed and designed by the
TRONbet team that can be used across all
DApps supported on the new TRONbet
platform. The wallet will continually be
expanded to support different functions
that different DApps will need to utilize.
The wallet will also include a featured
section to promote TRONbet DApps.

TRONbet

Mobile APP
The whole TRONbet platform will give
users a standalone mobile experience
unmatched by any other on the current
market. The Mobile APP will include all
functions that are available through the
TRONbet platform Desktop experience.
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Dev Portal
Developers that join the ecosystem will be
able to sign up as a developer for the
TRONbet platform, submit proposals for
DApps, and will include all API
information that is needed for developers
to connect with the ecosystem.
TRONbet Platform Forum
A forum that will give users an open
channel for the latest information,
suggestions, and feedback. Giving a place
for the community to come together to
connect with developers.

TRONbet

Social Functions
With a revamped account system, the new
TRONbet platform will include a new chat
system, friend system, chat rooms, gift
system and more.
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For Developers

TRONbet

TRONbet will develop a set of tools and
APIs for developers to interact with, giving
them a simple and secure way to utilize
the TRON blockchain. The APIs will
include TRC20 and TRC10 transactions,
Dividend pools, mining system, social
system, Decentralized Exchange, TRONbet
Account System, TRONbet wallet, Mobile
API and more. These set of tools will allow
the experienced and non-experienced to
easily transition to the TRON blockchain
with the TRONbet team supporting them
with a full backend system and smart
contracts.
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For ANTE Hodlers

TRONbet

ANTE hodlers are the core of the TRONbet
platform. Every DApp that connects to the
TRONbet platform will be sharing a
portion of their mining pool and dividend
pool to ANTE hodlers. ANTE hodlers will
also benefit just by hodling ANTE giving
them a multiplier when they support other
DApps in the ecosystem, giving ANTE
added value.
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For Everyday Consumers

TRONbet

Consumers of DApps will continue to reap
the rewards that TRONbet has to offer
simply by using and supporting DApps
within the platform. Similar to the current
ANTE token, consumers will mine specific
TRC20 tokens bound to each DApp and
reap the rewards proportional to the
amount of tokens that they hodl. Every
token will be listed on the TRONbet DEX
giving each token liquidity in the open
market.
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For Advertisers

TRONbet

The TRONbet platform will be redesigned
to include advertising options using a Cost
per Milli or per banner/time basis.
Advertisers will have the opportunity to
tap into the greatest platform across all
blockchains with tens of thousands of
weekly users. All revenue from
advertising will be shown transparently to
all users with 100% being redistributed to
all ANTE hodlers.
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Partner DApps
TRONbet team has developed several
partnerships with outside developers to
help them adapt to the TRONbet
ecosystem. These DApps will be the first
set of DApps that will be integrated into
the TRONbet platform and will act as a
trial to ensure that everything that the
TRONbet ecosystem has to offer is smooth
and secure before opening up to the wider
community.
In-house DApps

TRONbet

The TRONbet team will continue to add
new games to the original TRONbet
platform. We will further expand our
development team to release DApps that
are developed by the TRONbet team to be
added to the TRONbet platform.
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TRONbet Audit

TRONbet

Each DApp that submits a proposal to the
TRONbet platform will be fully reviewed
by the TRONbet Engineering team. Each
DApp will be audited to ensure that it
meets all the requirements set forth by the
team which includes; a mining mechanism
where wealth redistribution is returned to
the users who support the DApp, security
features to control risks from outside
attacks, future roadmap and the ability to
complete the roadmap to ensure users are
protected from scams, team review
including previous experience, overall
quality of the DApp and its ability to
benefit the whole ecosystem.
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Roadmap

2019

Q1

- ANTE Buyback and Burn Event
- Integrate Partner TRC20 and TRC10 Tokens
- TRONbet Game #4
- TRONbet Game #5

Q2
-

TRONbet v1.1
TRONbet Wallet
TRONbet DEX
Partner DApp #1
TRONbet.live

-

TRONbet v1.2
TRONbet Open API
TRONbet Forum
TRONbet Mobile App
Partner DApp #2

Q3

Q4

TRONbet

- TRONbet Completed Platform
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